
The purpose of this study is to depict the Draconid Meteor Shower that occurs on October 8, 2017. The reason behind this imagery and illustration by way of chart is that many suspect that the Revelation 12 Sign phenomenon is still in play and the corresponding astronomical variables are 

coming into focus and play. Apparently, this Draconid Meteor Shower can be likened to the portion of the prophetic depiction of the Revelation 12 Sign segment that alludes to the Fiery Red Dragon that sweeps .33 of the Stars from the Heavens and hurls them down to Earth. In the subsequent 

studies of the Revelation 12 Sign topic, there has been a surprising amount of ‘Dragon’ anomalies that seem to have come up. In this case, there is this dual ‘typology’ that suggests the Revelation 12 imagery in that not only will the Earth pass through the ‘tail’ of the comet that produced the 

debris but that it is coming from the ‘mouth of the Dragon, the constellation of Draco in the Heavenlies. Astonishing, this comet, 21P/Giacobini-Zinner will be at the point in front of Virgo that would ‘mirror’ the Revelation12 Sign narrative on October 8, 2017.  
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The Draco constellation is just offset near the Galactic Center with the North Star. The 

quadrant is delineated to show just how much .33 of the circumference of the entire 

Cosmos would look like. If one takes the regions wherein the ‘tail’ of the ‘Dragon’ is 

composed of the various Stars, the corresponding section where the Stars would ‘fall’ 

would be directly in front of Virgo. This is considering the perspective of having Draco 

at the center of the Cosmos and Virgo along the bottom Ecliptic. The breathe of the 

expanse of the .33 degree range would encompass the area from Serpens to Cancer. 

What is also very interesting is that on this day of the 8th of October when the meteor 

Then there is the conjunction of Mercury with the Sun in the left forearm of Virgo. Lastly, 
the planet Jupiter which has been the key variable in the Revelation 12 Sign studies will 
be about 5 days out from clearing the line delineation of the Virgo constellation. From 
that point on, it will proceed to trek away to the next constellation of Libra.  The ‘mouth’ 
region of Draco is perpendicular to the conjunction of the Sun-Mercury. 
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What is very peculiar about the meteor shower is that it originates from the fiery mouth 
of the constellation Draco as if the Dragon will be spitting-out ‘balls of fire’. Although the 
Revelation 12 imagery states that it will be the tail that sweeps the Stars down to Earth, 
there is an approximation of how a ‘tail’ is nonetheless involved. This ‘tail’ involves that 
of the comet that is producing the meteor shower in the first place, as noted. It will be 
mostly visible from the Northern Hemisphere.   

The ‘Dragon Comet’  
21P/Giacobini–Zinner  

Comet 21P/Giacobini-Zinner will be at Right Ascension 14h 47m 34s with a Declination at -00° 39’ 42” and at a Magnitude of 22.02.  

Another interesting fact about the comet Giacobini–Zinner is that it has a period of 6.6 years. The comet will 

be positioned at the feet of Virgo on 8 October, in-between the legs of Virgo as if to devour Jupiter that is 

about to be ‘birthed’. Thus, this writer deems the 21P/Giacobini–Zinner body, the ‘Dragon Comet’. It has 

come to light that many believe and are suggesting that the alternate ‘birthing’ of Jupiter will be on Friday 

the 13th and that coincides with the Jewish Feast of the 8th Day of Assembly called Shemini Atzeret.  
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